Oncogenic transformation by the FOX protein Qin requires DNA binding.
Some functions of the Qin oncoprotein are not dependent on DNA binding. In order to test the requirement for DNA binding in Qin-induced oncogenic transformation, site directed mutations were introduced in the winged helix (WH) DNA binding domain of the Qin protein. In cellular Qin (c-Qin), the glycine at position 233 was either deleted or substituted with the amino acids aspartic acid, alanine, glutamic acid, asparagine, proline or lysine. The same position carries aspartic acid in the viral Qin protein (v-Qin). The adjacent residues, threonine 232 and lysine 234, were separately mutated to proline. Several additional amino acid substitutions believed to be involved in DNA contacts were introduced at the following c-Qin positions: asparagine 189, histidine 193, serine 196 or arginine 236. Most of the substitutions reduced DNA binding of Qin, one mutation, H193A, completely abolished DNA binding, and another mutation, T232P, increased DNA binding affinity. Mutant H193A failed to transform chicken embryo fibroblasts (CEF), all other mutants, even those showing minimal DNA binding, retained oncogenicity for CEF. The efficiencies of focus formation induced by these mutant proteins in cell culture were not significantly different from that of wild type. However, the rate of focus development and the size of foci induced by the Qin mutants were greater with strong DNA binders than with weak DNA binders. Transdominant negative constructs consisting of the winged helix domain of cQin or v-Qin interfered with focus formation induced by full length Qin proteins. These results suggest that DNA binding is a prerequisite for transformation by Qin, and strong DNA binding is related to accelerated transformation in CEF.